Sidney
Protective Pant

Model description
Extremely light, elastic cut protection pants with highest level of cut protection and excellent wearing comfort

Style number: 2108-25013PU-88
Size: 44 - 62
CE2 19.1.12.2139

Optional accessories
- **Melbourne ZS-GS2108**
  Elastic belt high-quality quick release – bright yellow
- **Brisbane ZS-HS2108**
  High quality Vario suspenders – black

**Model description**

- **Ergonomic cutting ensures a perfect fit**
- **Elastic base material for maximum freedom of movement**
- **Functionality and fashionable design with neon yellow contrast piping**
- **Front and calf area additionally with Cutex® cut protection**
- **HIVis belt with quick release**
- **Loops for Vario suspenders**
- **2 side pockets**
- **Doubled knee area**

**Care Instruction**
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Sidney
Protective Pant Sidney

Modell description
Extremely light, elastic cut protection pants with highest level of cut protection and excellent wearing comfort

Style number: 2108-25013PU-88
Size: 46 - 62

CE2 19.1.12.2139

Cutprotected area
front and calf
• Cut resistance
  EN ISO 13997:1999:
  performance level D
• Heat and flame protection
  EN ISO 11612:2015 Code A1 B1 C1

Unprotected area
upper back

Care Instruction

Mesh ventilation in the rear waist
One back pocket with push button
Side leg pocket with dustproof zipper
Side meter pocket
Functionality and fashionable design with neon yellow contrast piping

DuPont™ Kevlar®